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A THREAD
I have been considering this for awhile & now that George Soros is trending on Twitter it seems
fitting today should be the day.

There are MANY myths and falsehoods surrounding the enigmatic life of Soros.

I will hope to dispel the rumors and add some light of truth.
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1) Many claim George Soros was a Nazi.
He was born in 1930 to a wealthy Jewish family in Budapest. His father was a successful
lawyer and knew his family was in danger.

So George's father split up his family, had forged documents created, and gave his son away to
be protected.

2) George Soros' adoptive father took him in as his "Christian" godson.
His "father" was appointed to make the rounds confiscating property from Hungarian Jews
who would sadly be sent to their deaths at concentration camps.

14 year old George would accompany his "father".

3) George Soros was asked by 60 minutes host Steve Kroft if he felt any guilt, any emotion
knowing as an adult he had witnessed his "father" confiscate the homes and properties of
Jews all those years ago.
Soros' response? "Not at all. Not at all."

4) George Soros made his massive fortunes by "shorting" world currencies.
Soros would be known as the man who "Broke the Bank of England" when he successfully
hedged against the British pound killing its value.

Millions lost their lifesavings.

Soros made 1 billion dollars.

5) Soros' hedge fund moves investor's $14,000,000,000+ worth of investments.
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Soros was blamed for sending Asia into a deep depression, destroying Thailand, Indonesia,
Japan & even Russia's economies.

Thailand's leader called Soros a "moron" & a "criminal".

Soros laughed.

6) Soros' feelings on destroying world currencies, and the financial livelihood of countless
millions?
"I am basically there to make money. I cannot and do not look at the social consequences of
what I do."

7) Respected Wall Street analyst Jim Grant called George Soros a "carnivore of the first order"
and said that he is fascinated watching Soros work.
The mass amounts of money Soros bets would "drain the blood from the faces of mere
mortals" says Grant.

8) George Soros shifted focus later in life and began a new role as a "Philanthropist".
Here he is welcomed by the President of Haiti who reads his book.

Who else read Soros' book?

None other than Former President Bill Clinton himself.

9) George Soros takes a tour of Haiti where many of his millions were first being given away
through his "charitable foundation" the George Soros Foundation.
In attendance was the former First Lady Hillary Clinton who proudly introduced Soros to the
Haitian people and government

10) A reminder Haiti had high hopes that Soros & the Clintons would rebuild their nation after
the results of the hurricanes.
Instead, it is believed millions were pocketed and little to none went to the desperate Haitian
people.

The Haitians would protest the Clintons in NY
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11) George Soros gives away his billions through non-profit organizations he set up.
The most prominent is the Open Society Foundation, ironically a mysterious org that few know
little about

Soros funnels his billions through OSF to influence his political aims around the globe
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12) George Soros in late 2017 transferred $18,000,000,000 of his own money into the OSF.
So what DOES the OSF do?

The OSF influences elections, public policy, media, encourages civil unrest to meet its political
and socioeconomic agenda around the globe.
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13) George Soros and a partner financially founded the liberal group MoveOn.Org with
$5,000,000
The executive tapped for the role was Zack Exley. Who is he?

Exley previously trained anarchists of the "Ruckus Society" to create violent mobs in places like
Seattle.

14) Exley blogged for the Huff Post (Soros funded) & was a Fellow of the Open Society
Institute.
Self-acknowledged Communist radical Van Jones (now of CNN) is also linked to Soros. He
worked for the Ella Baker society & the Society for American Progress (both funded by Soros).

ATTENTION:
I need to take a break. This is a MASSIVE expose I am working on.

Stay tuned for part II.
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In the meantime please share ALL the tweets in this thread and let the world know who George
Soros is.

PART II:
15) The Open Society Institute is the philanthropic arm of George Soros.

Soros chose Aryeh Neier to head the OSI.

Neier founded the violent activist group SDS, Students for a Democratic Society, known for
bombings in the 60's

Members included Bill Ayers & Tom Hayden

16) At Columbia U George Soros advocated "fixing corrupt" campaign finance laws. OSI spent
$123,000,000 to advocate.
Soon after Feingold and McCain created the Feingold-McCain act which limited corporate
contributions. 501(c)3s were exempted. Why?

Soros is tied to many 501(c)3s

17) The McCain-Feingold act exempted 501(c)3s, making nonprofits VERY POWERFUL
overnight
George Soros is tied to these 501(c)3s:

Media Matters
MoveOn.Org
The Apollo Alliance
Tides Foundation
People for the American Way
Center for American Progress
Sojourners
& more

18) Immediately after 9/11, Soros advocated for police action, not war.
Soros: "War is a false and misleading metaphor in the context of combating terrorism. Crimes
require police work, not military action"

With 501(c)3 power, Soros influenced how we conducted our war on terror

19) Days after Obama was elected George Soros set the agenda again.
He called for a "large stimulus package" to provide funds for state and local govt to maintain
budgets and avoid deficits.

Obama proposed a 787 Billion dollar stimulus bill

Who wrote it?

The Apollo Alliance
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20) George Soros also promoted & pushed for green jobs, Cap & Trade and called for a new
energy bill after Obama's election.
With this bill, Soros promoted tackling global warming and energy independence.

America stood up and said "NO" to Soros for the first time.

21) Understand, George Soros has a POWERFUL influence on American politics and the
policies he pushes for.
The SEIU, MoveOn.org, etc. are all puppets paid to make it look like there is a "Grassroots
movement".

Really, it is all well orchestrated & well funded.

22) George Soros has publicly stated that he is "willing to put his life on the line" for his goals
for his vision of the world.
For him, the ends justify the means.

But what IS his goal? Let's see that in the next tweet.

23) George Soros' goal is globalization.
But there is a roadblock.

In Soros' own words: "The main obstacle to a stable and just World Order is THE UNITED
STATES"

We, America, are his obstacle towards his goals, his vision for the world as he wants it.

Is it making sense now?

24) George Soros not only collapses currencies (remember earlier?), he also overthrows
governments he doesn't support.
The Velvet Revolution in Czech Republic
The Orange Revolution in Ukraine
The Rose Revolution in Georgia

He engineered coups in Slovakia, Croatia, & Yugoslavia.

25) Political analysts and experts familiar with George Soros see that he is forming a shadow
party (Deep state, anyone?) that mirrors the type of party within a party seen in countries just
before he runs a coup.
Soros' Center for American Progress was the first "Shadow Party".

26) George Soros has called for the decline of the US Dollar.
He has called for an end to capitalism.

He has called for an end to borders.

He says America stands in the way to a fair and just World Order.
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Do you get it now?

Soros' #1 priority is destroying the USA.

27) George Soros is considered such a threat he & his Open Society Foundation have been
banned by the following countries:
Poland
Russia
China
Hong Kong
Hungary (his own birth country!!!)
Macdeonia

28) It is impossible to know all of who & what George Soros funds & supports.
From the evidence presented, he has the power to manipulate currencies and overthrow
governments.

The US is Soros' final obstacle.

We stand in the way of his ultimate goal: a New World Order.

END
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@threadreaderapp please unroll

More from @MitchellCocaine see all
Cocaine Mitch™ @MitchellCocaine
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MAGA is not a catchphrase. It is not a campaign slogan. It's a movement.
#MAGA means America's President puts America's people and their interests FIRST.

It does NOT mean we don't care about others.

We best help the world when America is strong.

MAKE AMERICA GREAT AGAIN

MAGA is a philosophy that started here in the United States.
But it does NOT stop there.
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President Trump would be HONORED to see each & every nation of the world put their people
first.

MIGA (Italy)
MUKGA (UK)
MJGA (Japan)
MCGA (Canada)
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America has been taken for granted. European Nations have been taken for granted. First
world nations have been taken for granted.
The time of Globalism is over. The time of Populism is here.

Google, Soros, EU & other Globalists are SCARED.

We will be claim back the power.
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Read 3 tweets
Cocaine Mitch™ @MitchellCocaine

Vote Josh Haley For Senate
-> Constitutional Conservative
-> Anti-Establishment
-> Against Unconstitutional ACA
-> Fights for Religious Liberty
-> Fights for Missouri's Families & Workers

A Vote for Josh, is a vote AGAINST corrupt Claire McCaskill

#VoteJoshHawleyForMO

ICYMI: @JamesOKeefeIII of @Project_Veritas exposed Senator Claire McCaskill's lies.
She is NO moderate. She supports abortion. She supports Schumer's agenda. She is
attempting to CON the Missouri voters.

Please RT and let America know who Claire REALLY IS.

#VoteOutMcCaskill

Vote and follow @HawleyMO and let's Make America Great Again!
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#MidtermsMatters
#Midterms2018
#VoteJoshHawley

Read 3 tweets
Cocaine Mitch™ @MitchellCocaine

 DOPPLEGANGER ALERT 
Is it just me or does Italian Comedian Matteo Lane look EXACTLY like left wing conspiracy
theorist Kyle Griffin, producer of MSNBC's show "The Last Word"?

#WednesdayThoughts
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A reminder of Kyle's widespread lies
1) Kyle posted a man was arrested while bringing his pregnant wife to the hospital ONLY
because he illegally entered our country.

It turned out he was wanted for MURDER in Mexico.

ICE detained a man while he was driving his pregnant wife to the hospital. He was taken when
they stopped for gas.

"My husband needs to be here," Maria del Carmen Venegas said. "He had to wait for his son for
so long, and someone just took him away."https://t.co/rpD8WKwaJZ

— Kyle Griffin (@kylegriffin1) August 18, 2018

2) Kyle posted (then deleted) debunked story that Former UN Ambassador Nikki Haley spent
$52,000 lavish bill on curtains for her office.
Turned out expenditure was approved during predecessor Susan Rice's tenure.
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Read 6 tweets
Related threads

Adnan Rasool @adnanrasool
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This latest diplomatic spat between #India and #Pakistan is going to play it like it always does.
#Pakistan for once needs to go on the offense and actually hammer home the point that listen
we try talking every single time and get rebuffed.. That is not on.. that is not OK
For all effective purposes, #Pakistan should seriously consider dropping out of SAARC and
take a stand on why it is absolutely useless given how #India genuinely has not tried to make it
work. Instead, they opted for Bimstec.
In addition to that, #Pakistan should start making serious overtures to Nepal. There is no
longer a single way in to Nepal. Negotiate with the Chinese to have access to the other route in
to Nepal and help them out. They have been blackmailed long enough
Read 9 tweets
Jack Monroe #bootstrapcook @BootstrapCook

It was such a source of stress for so long and all I had to do was believe I could learn it 
Oh man I'm so happy right now. It's a bit sloppy but it's mine all mine 

So hello yes I am hustling now. If you want to buy ad space/affiliate partnership on my site, I
have:
32m views
255k email subscribers
141k Twitter followers
56k Instagram
82k Facebook

And I took all the swears out.

Cookingonabootstrap@gmail.com, I am OPEN FOR BUSINESS! 

Read 5 tweets
TheBunker @TheBunker13

I have two full length movies on pedophiles:
Does this appear to be someone interested in outing pedophiles to you?

I asked them why they are going after more victims and whistleblowers than pedophiles.

I read their entire website and thread. I saw reposts of others. I saw several attacks generated
by this "group". But I saw virtually NO ONE exposed a Pedophile. I believe this is Controlled
Opposition. They are there to divert you from hardcore truth.

When I asked them (on three occasions) why they are attacking people trying to expose the
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DC/Hollywood pedo elites, and functioning as controlled opposition this was there response:

Read 8 tweets
Cindy Otis @CindyOtis_

Today seems like the right time to do a thread I've been thinking about for a while on how to
handle the seemingly never-ending deluge of depressing and disturbing news. My tips are
based on my time as a CIA military analyst in which I dealt daily with disturbing content. (1/)

There are several risks to being overloaded with disturbing/negative content.
✔️ Complacency - becoming so used to the deluge that it all starts to seem normal.
✔️ Paralysis - that is, being so overwhelmed, you can't figure out what to do/how to move
forward.

(2/)

✔️ Crisis perspective - you get trapped in the Breaking News cycle where everything seems like
a potentially world-ending crisis to you.
✔️ Depression/PTSD - you don't have to be on the frontline of a war have either/both.
Disturbing content is absolutely a trigger.
(3/)

Read 16 tweets
Thomas Binder @Thomas_Binder

After 70 years of imperial/neoliberal indoctrination the web of lies is so obviously absurde
(9/11, Skripal, WH = ISIS, etc.), that it is dissoluting. The empathetic humanity connects, closes
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ranks and sends their eternal psychopathic rulers and their lackeys into nowhere land.

The "evil empire" is a lifelong three year old child. I certainly loved my children at that age too,
however only because they created not only a surreal mess, but also made steady progress.
A great documentary about psychopathy and society:
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The elite invented "democracy" to protect them from the empathetic people. The media are
their means for misleading the people sedated by "democracy". This is definitely a bad thing
since the people have become educated and the elite almost totally insane.

Read 209 tweets
TProphet @TProphet

It's hard not to be hugely cynical about most ICOs. I spent 4 years banging my head against
the wall and failing to fundraise to build real products. Now ex-cons pumping shitcoins can
more or less easily raise tens of millions of dollars on a slide deck and bullshit whitepaper.

I thought the dumb coin backed by storage (which decreases in value in line with Moore's Law)
was the stupidest thing in the universe until I started seeing some of this other stuff. Almost
none of it solves any real problems or has any technical infrastructure underneath it.

A lot of people are assuming that there will be an "oh shit" moment when people who raised in
an ICO realize they actually have to build a blockchain and make it work. But that assumes that
most of them won't just run off with the money.

Read 9 tweets
Trending hashtags

#ConspiracyTheorist #JohnBouchell #IPCC #spinvideos #neoliberals #BLM #Zionism
#government #Treason #overandout #unrestfilm #spoonie #WTC #TundeBadejo
#TransRational #spinfotos #Sick #experts #XYUnderstander #bomb #falseflag #R2P #NATO
#belonging #Brennan
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